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Flying The Chair
As this column begins I am sitting in

the Marriott Technical Center in Denver,
where I am representing my company at the
Information Technology Conference for the
Department of the Interior. It's been like
homecoming for me, since I retired from
DOI just a little over three years ago, and
I've been spending time shaking hands and
exchanging greetings with many of the
people I worked with for six and a half
years. It's hard to believe time can go by so
quickly and here it is the end of October,
2000, already.

I can't help but think, as I look out at
the Rocky Mountains in the distance, that I
should be out there, riding my motorcycle
instead of being in a hotel room, but Bob
Anderson tells me that my column for THE
SIDECARIST comes first. My sidecar and
motorcycle are 1,300 miles away so I don't
have much choice.

Anyway, the Holidays are over. Hope
you had a fat turkey for Thanksgiving and
that everyone got what they wanted for
Christmas. I hope the New Year comes in
with all of you making sure your calendars
are marked to attend the next National
Rally, again being held at the Horse Park
campgrounds in Lexington, Kentucky. If you
missed it this last Summer, don't miss it
again. The site is excellent with great hook-
ups, pool, tennis courts, nice showers, and
the list goes on. See the flyer elsewhere in
this issue.

By the time you read this column we
will have had some changes to our web site.
We have gone through two webmasters this
year for a couple of reasons. First: we are
nonprofit and don't pay very much for this
much in demand service, and second: the
Information Technology world continues to
rapidly accelerate in both size and complex-
ity. Our webmasters, both of whom have
held other full-time jobs, have simply been
overwhelmed with other, better paying
work. This has now been resolved and the

website is again alive. We are in the process
of making some changes to the Forum part
of the website. Since so many of you have
questions of a technical nature, and we
know our sport does not adequately address
these issues in a particular forum, the Side-
car Industry Council has worked with me to
form a panel to address some of your ques-
tions. If this works like we expect it to, we
can start printing the information in a col-
umn in THE SIDECARIST for those of you
who are not on-line.

As you saw from our previous issue, we
have experienced some problems in the
delivery of some of our sidecar parapherna-
lia. If you are one of the people with prob-
lems, please follow the directions on the
back cover and let Greg TenBrook know.

By the time you read this my new log
home in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North
Carolina, will have been completed and my
wife, Joyce, will be living there full-time. I,
in turn, will continue to work in the North-
ern Virginia area for a while longer, making
sure I am fully vested in the company's
retirement and profit sharing stock plan, and
commuting to NC once a month. At least I
know why I'm working. If you need to
contact me directly, please note my new
address and phone number in this issue.

Still haven't found the opportunity to
get my sidecar back on the street. Too many
requirements and not enough time. I am
committed to your club Vice-President that I
will bring my rig to the next National Rally.
Due to time constraints, changing jobs, etc.,
I am usually forced to drive my car or fly to
many of the National Rallies. Doesn't seem
to make much sense to me to have a rig and
not be able to drive it, so I promise to do
better in the future.

So what are all of you doing out there
in Sidecar Country? We always have room
in our magazine to print your letters or to
showcase an article concerning where you
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Flying The Chair
went with your sidecar over the Summer.
How about it? Are you an undiscovered
Hemming-way? Give Bob Anderson a little
help in making YOUR magazine a little
better for YOU. Contribute. Bob says not to
mind misspelled words or other writing
faults. He's an editor and can deal with all
of that. He just wants to hear from you.

Something new in sidecar production. Bob
Darden, known to many of you by discussions,
articles, Moto-Guzzi interest, Morgan replicas,
and work helping many people mount their
sidecars properly, has recently bought the rights
to Ride by Side Sidecar molds and will go into
production of them plus a few new models of his
own design sometime soon, in the state of Texas,
where he has just bought property complete with
full shop facilities. Bob has also joined the
Sidecar Industry Council. Stay tuned for more.

Last but not least, we would like to present
a Sidecar/Trike Education Program (think SSP
only better) course at the National Rally in July.
This will be the first time the new curriculum
will have been taught at a National Rally. It will
feature revised classroom curriculum, student
handbooks, new exercises and completion cards.

It’s our intention to hold an Advanced
Course only, since most attendees will have their
own rig present. Anticipated cost will be ap-
proximately $75. Look for information in the
next issue or contact me directly to reserve a
spot.

I think that’s it for now. Stay well, stay
warm, and drive those rigs safely.
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Lean-out
It's closing in on Thanksgiving, as this issue nears

completion and shipping to the printers. A few days
back, the local paper carried an article about this being
the coldest November on record, for the past 15 years. I
can believe that as it's 27° as I start this before sunup,
and most mornings have been down around 20° this
week, with one registering 19°.

Editors have things to be thankful for. In keeping
with the Season... and realizing Christmas and possibly
the New Year will have come and gone by the time this
issue reaches USCA members... I'd like to thank a few
USCA members in particular, who have helped in
making sure that your SIDECARIST had something to
fill the pages between the front and rear covers.

Doug Bingham, certainly belongs near the top of
the list, if not at the top. Nearly 29 years ago (and it will
by the time this issue is out), I bought my first sidecar
from Doug and hung it on my 1971 Norton Com-
mando Roadster 750 on January 8, 1972. My log book
says so. Back then, Doug was nearly a lone voice for
sidecars in the United States. I tell people that Doug
was the "Sam Colt" of sidecars while others call him
the Sidecar Czar. In any event, all these years later,
Doug is still the top supplier of material for THE
SIDECARIST.

Not all contributors are visible on a regular basis,
but make the USCA function in no less important
ways. Al Roach, our Membership Secretary and
Registrar, is only visible once a year in the form of the
Emergency & Friendship Listing, but he is handling
USCA business year round. John Gair helps Al to get
the information back out of the USCA computer.

Spencer Bennett is not only USCA Southeast
Regional Director, but a riding sidecarist who attends a
lot of rallies, helps host one, travels to interesting places
and provides us with a lot of sidecar focused material.

Brass Monkey Rally co-host Jack Zollars, is
another riding sidecarist. Besides providing us with an
annual account of the Monkey, Jack also gave us a look
at his Alaska trip this past year.

David L. Hough retired from writing his Instruc-
tor Corner, early last year, but still finds time to contrib-
ute the occasional article, his last one being a write-up
on the ARMEC R11/Tremola he was able to try.

Ed Johnson has slowed down a bit on his contri-
butions, but only because of his 80 years. Ed and wife
Marilyn, attended the HACK'D Invitational this past
Fall, had sent in an article and photos for this issue, but
late news from the ESC forced the piece to be held.

John and Jean Kennedy certainly need to be
thanked as not only did they do the footwork for the
2000 Rally, but also provided a report on what went on
and are again at work on setting up the ‘01 Rally in KY.

Other USCA members helping to provide you
with articles and photos include Pete Bollier, Dan
Doyle, Carl Poerschke, Arthur Rhoades, Harry Walters,
Bob Nelson, Mike Strauss, Joyce and Jim Cain, Linda
and Norbert Monohan and Jaxon Bradley.

When you get right down to it, that isn't a very
large percentage of the entire USCA membership, who
have been providing material for THE SIDECARIST.

Fact is, several times over the past year, USCA
President Jim Cain has asked for more member input
for the magazine, and I've run so low on material that
I've had to write "begging letters" so some of our
already contributing contributors. And then I hear
rumors that some people don't like what they see in the
magazine. The only reply I can give to that is we can't
print what we don't have.

The United Sidecar Association is just what it
says, an association. An association of individual
sidecarists and sidecar clubs. The content of this
publication is from those members for members:
YOU. We can't print what we don't have and if you
don't send it in, we're not going to have it to print. It's as
simple as that.

So, we're looking at 2001 and the content of
another six issues. How about becoming a part of that -
- consider it a New Year's Resolution -- and sending in
an article and photos about you, your rig, a modifica-
tion, something that worked... or didn't... a trip you
took, anything sidecar related. That, or as I threatened
Dan Doyle with the last time I begged an article out of
him... you may get stuck with reading more mine. Be
thankful it hasn't come down to that any more than it
has, so far. And a special thanks to those who helped.
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S/TEP

By Dave Wendell
Having seen my picture in more than one

place in the recent SIDECARIST, I was reminded
that I need to update the membership on all the
success we've had recently with the S/TEP. I
want to begin by recapping what I said at the
International Rally in Lexington, last August.

In early 1999, David Hough approached
Evergreen Safety Council (ESC) with the idea of
ESC assuming full responsibility for sidecar
training, and everything that entailed. (I.e. ob-
taining insurance for Instructors and course
participants, certifying Instructors and Chief
Instructors, curriculum development, Instruc-
tor supplies, etc.) After approximately nine
months of negotiating terms, ESC bought full
rights to the USCA-Sidecar Safety Program
curriculum, full distribution rights to the book
"Driving A Sidecar Outfit", and retained the
USCA-SSP in an advisory capacity for a mini-
mum of three years.

The first thing we did was change the name.
We had to have a different name for the training
program since USCA-SSP still exists as a legal
entity. Sometimes it's difficult for people to get
used to a new name for something, and I realize
that, so I'm not pressing the issue. Just please
don't be confused when you see references to the
S/TEP instead of the Sidecar Safety Program.

The next thing we did was go to work on an
all-new student workbook for use during the
course. Along the way, David Hough made a
revision to the current Instructor Guide to ad-
dress some safety issues we felt needed some
clarification. His dedication to three-wheeled
safety is simply unparalleled. The new student
workbook is in the final editing stages now, and
should be completed by the end of the year --
ready for implementation in 2001.

Naturally, since we developed a new student
workbook, a totally new Instructor Guide is
necessary to follow along with what the students
are using in the class. Revisions are also being

SIDECAR/TRIKE EDUCATION PROGRAM.

made to the range exercises to enhance the
course and address some of the differences
between sidecar rigs and trikes.

My presentation to the 44 state motorcycle
safety coordinators (two state programs weren't
represented) included all of this and addressed
the issue that there is a need and demand for
three-wheeled training across the nation. I men-
tioned the fact that to my knowledge, at least two
lawsuits have been filed because three-wheeled
training isn't available, and that the entire subject
has become an "Americans with Disabilities Act"
issue. I reminded them that there is a solution for
them, and that the Sidecar/Trike Education
Program is that solution. I tried to make them
aware that we exist and we're ready to help them
implement three-wheeled training in their state
programs.

As dumb luck would have it, my presence at
the SMSA conference coincided with S/TEP
Chief Instructor Cundiff Simmons taking the
entire Virginia mobile sidecar training unit to the
conference to demonstrate the S/TEP course to
the state coordinators. As we all know, once
someone experiences driving a hack, they're
almost always hooked; and the state coordinators
were no different. I don't know who's stroke of
genius it was to have the training rigs there. I'd
dearly love to take credit for the idea, but it
wasn't me. In fact, I didn't even know it was
going to happen until just a few weeks prior to
the conference.

The end result of the combination of my
brief presentation and the experience of actually
participating in a short range session on the
training rigs, was that by the time I got back to
the office in late August, there were already
messages waiting for me, requesting more
information. Within the first two weeks of being
back, I communicated with people from 40 of the
46 SMSA member states. Most of them wanted
to know how to get Instructors certified, and
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several of them expressed interest, but were
constrained by their current operating budgets for
this year, and in some cases through 2001.
However, a good number of those states would
like to implement the training into their state
programs during the next fiscal period. The
Instructor Prep course held in Illinois, in Octo-
ber, included representatives of three new states
and Canada. State Coordinators in Minnesota,
North Carolina and South Carolina, have all
asked me to set up an Instructor Prep for their
programs in 2001.

In all, S/TEP training is now available either
independently or as part of the state program in
the following states: WA, VA, IL, MD, PA, MO,
IN, WV, CA, TX, WI, MI, MA, & IA. I have
reports of classes taught in all of them except
MA & IA in 2000.

Representatives from FL, CO, DE, KY, NY,
AZ, OH & NV have all contacted me for addi-
tional information. Most of them have stated that
they want to implement the S/TEP, but will
probably have to wait at least one year for fund-
ing before they can even begin anything.

I'm overwhelmed and excited by this re-
sponse. I think the future of three-wheeled
training is assured. With the current interest level
expanding into every area of the country, I'll be
busy for some time to come. However, we can't
afford to let up now. If training isn't available as
part of your state program, or in your area, you
and all your three-wheeling friends need to be on
the phone asking your state motorcycle safety
program coordinator to get started.

From those state coordinators who haven't
expressed interest, the reason I hear most often
from them is that they never receive any requests
for training. If there's enough demand they will
eventually realize that they need to do more than
talk about it. If they don't know, or don't remem-
ber how to contact us, give them the information.
If you make it easier for them, they're more likely
to listen and get the ball rolling. Make it a point

to call them often. Use receiving the SIDECAR-
IST as a reminder to you to contact them. Re-
member, the squeaky wheel gets the grease.

The Sidecar/Trike Education Program is a
unit of Evergreen Motorcycle Safety Training,
which is a program operated by Evergreen Safety
Council. Our offices are at: 401 Pontius Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98109.

We can be reached at: (800)5210778, by
email at: dave@esc.org and on the web at:
www.esc.org/sidecar.html

Dave Wendell, Program Manager Sidecar/
Trike Education Program.

S/TEP..
SIDECAR/TRIKE EDUCATION PROGRAM..
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Everything Else..
SIDECAR VIDEO.

Remember reading here, nearly two years ago in
the March-April, 1999, issue of THE SIDECARIST,
about "American Earthen Trails Project '98"?

Well, if you don't, Sidney Dickson had a Velorex
sidecar hooked up to his KTM dual purpose bike by
Sidestrider in Van Nuys, California, and took off with
his bride, Bridget, in the hack, headed east on as many
dirt roads and trails as he could stay on. Naturally, he
had a reason.

While the trip fell short of the original goal of
making it to Maryland, they did cover 4,215 miles in 33
days to the Mississippi River in Arkansas, video camera
running and recording enough to put together a 44
minute video.

Bridget  & Sidney's  Cross-Country  Sidecar
Adventure is available for $20.00 from Whitehorse
Press, P.O. Box 60, North Conway, NH 03860, or call
(800)531-1133.

TRIPLE DIGIT
RAINCOVERS.

For dry, warm hands on the wettest,
longest days, the new Aerostitch raincovers
are indispensable. Made of fully seam-taped
1.1 oz. rip-stop nylon with a three layer
breathable/waterproof Gortex laminate.

The configuration has two large digits
holding two fingers each (plus your thumb)
and the wrists are chinched with one-inch
Velcro adjusters.

Gauntlets have further cinches. $43.00,
L & XL, catalog # 442 from  Rider-
Wearhouse, (800)222-1994.

Deadlines
DEADLINE ISSUE
05 Sep.'00 Nov-Dec. 2000

06 Nov.'00 Jan-Feb. 2001

08 Jan.'01 Mar-Apr. 2001

05 May '01 May-Jun. 2001

01 May '01 Jul-Aug. 2001

25 Jun.'01 Sep-Oct. 2001

03 Sep.'01 Nov-Dec. 2001

05 Nov.'01 Jan-Feb. 2002
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Rally
BMW MOA NATIONAL  RALLY - SIDECAR SCENE

New BMW K1200RS/EML rig. An excellent example of what a "sport" sidecar should be.

By Spencer Bennett
The 2000 BMWMOA National Rally was held

at Midland, Michigan, July 13-16. The site was the
Midland County Fairgrounds, which are on the north
side of town, and which provided excellent facilities
for the rally attendees. On site camping was adequate,
although the lack of sufficient showers at the fair-
grounds could have been a problem if the weather had
been warmer. There seemed to be sufficient shade and
plenty of food vendors to choose from, both of which
are important over the course of four days.

The fairgrounds were large enough to accommo-
date the 6,200 ralliers and small enough to provide
convenient access to all of the rally activities and
vendors, on foot. The vendors were varied with
everything for a BMW motorcycle on sale, at the new
equipment vendors and many vintage previously used
parts on sale at the flea market shops. Most of the new
equipment vendors were housed inside some well
ventilated buildings while the flea marketers were
outside. Several significant values on the older bike
parts were seen (and taken advantage of -- after all, can
one ever have too many /5 parts?).

Several local day trips were recommended as
there are some excellent riding roads in the Midland
area. One of the best is to go to Frankenmuth, Michi-
gan, and visit Bronner's Christmas Shop -- which is
billed as the largest Christmas decoration store in the
world.

There were also seminars covering everything
from how to troubleshoot BMW electrical systems to
the history of BMW aircraft engines. These seminars
run from 0800 to 1730 every day and provide some
very good sources of information as well as being a
good spot to stop and sit for a spell when you get tired
of the vendors.

Overall, this year's BMWMOA National Rally
was one of the best examples of this particular genre I
have seen, both in location and site amenities, and will
be hard to beat in the future.

If you really want to see how the BMW family
throws its annual reunion, come to Redmond, Oregon,
in July of 2001 and become part of a really enjoyable
weekend!
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Rally..
BMW MOA NATIONAL  RALLY..

This dark green
police rig now

sports an R-100
engine. Was once

operated by police
of Koln, Germany.
Sidecar is a Dnepr.

This Bender-Florian
sidecar is one of only 90

examples made. it is
owned by Jerry Hooker

of Walled Lake,
Michigan, who has

owned the BMW R75/5
it is hooked to since new
and who plans to ride it
until it is 50 years old --

what a plan!

Walt Hill enjoying
the weather at the

BMWMOA
National. Rig is

EML/K-100 with
unusual - for

BMW -- paint job.
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Rally..
BMW MOA NATIONAL  RALLY..

Work in progress --
BMW R695 with

homemade sidecar.
Owned by Craig

Vechorek of Sturgis,
Mississippi.

New K-100/
Hannigan rig --

not yet completely
painted. Seen in
front of vendor

building at
BMWMOA

National Rally.

Racing BMW with
custom sidecar. Bike
frame is 1955 model
fitted with an R75

engine from the
early 70s. Owned by

Willey Kinnery of
Nottingham Park,

Illinois.
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Rally..
BMW MOA NATIONAL  RALLY..

R69S with Steib sidecar -- very nice example owned by
Ned Punchard of Bloomington, Indiana.

White R69S with Special sidecar owned by
R.L. Blaurock of Oak Park, Illinois.
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Rally
2000 GRIFFITH PARK SIDECAR RALLY,

OLDEST EVENT AT 29 YEARS

By Doug Bingham
The first Griffith Park

Sidecar Rally was held in
October of 1972, and a rela-
tively new publication called
ROAD RIDER, printed an
article about the rally in January
of 1973. Fact is, that first ever
rally drew in over 100 sidecars
Well, here we are, closing in on
three decades later, and the
Griffith Park Sidecar Rally is
going stronger than ever.
Original Rally Host, Doug
Bingham, is still the main
driving force behind the event,
but is always enlisting help for
added publicity.

Rally sponsors FREE 2 WHEEL's Tom and Anne Van
Beveren and Doug Bingham (on right).
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Rally..
2000 GRIFFITH PARK SIDECAR RALLY..

This year's rally
not only saw several
members of the
Sidecar Industry
Council (SIC) dis-
playing outfits, but
FREE 2 WHEEL, a
local southern Cali-
fornia magazine,
again helped Doug
with the Rally, set up
a booth, and carried
an article in their
current issue by
David L. Hough, on
sidecar basics.

A new entity
was also on hand to
help welcome folks
to the Griffith Park
Rally... the SoCal
Sidecar Club, which
was still signing up
founding members
until December 31st,
2000. Annual dues
were quoted at
$20.00 US. Interested
sidecarists can con-
tact the club at: SoCal
Sidecar Club, Box
191, 17216 Saticoy
St., Van Nuys, CA
91406.

At the time of
Griffith Park, the club
had their third news-
letter out, listing
planned events and
the 39 Founding
members, including
SCSC Chairman, Reg
Smith.

The RAM display

1918 Harley-Davidson outfit of Dee Cameron.

Lots of rigs to take photos of.
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Rally..
2000 GRIFFITH PARK SIDECAR RALLY..

Always
notes to
compare
between

chair
owners.

The Yamaha/
Squire outfit of

Robert and Dafne
deJung who may
be contacted via

e-mail at
rideon96@yahoo.com

There are still
a few Suzuki
Cavalcades

hauling
around
chairs.
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Rally..
2000 GRIFFITH PARK SIDECAR RALLY..

Geoff Follin
from "Frisco"
brought this

Panther
sloper single
and Garrard
sidecar rig.

Joe Colombero of
Moto World

(ESPN)
interviewing

Robert deJung
and wife

Dafne, from
Holland, who

have been
touring around
the world for

four years with a
Yamaha XJ900/
Squire cargo rig.

A pair of
Watsonian

double wides,
one on a

Yamaha V-
max and one
on a Virago.
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Rally..
2000 GRIFFITH PARK SIDECAR RALLY..

A nice Triumph 650 and Velorex 700.
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Bio

By Benno Seifert
When I'm driving my R60/2, 900cc conversion

with a Steib TR500, leisurely down country roads in
Tennessee, I have memories of my younger days.

My parents were sidecarists before and after
WWII and I learned to ride not on a solo machine but
on their 600cc side valve NSU with Kali sidecar. That
was when the bacillus struck! Before that, I had seen
the photos and heard the stories told by my father about
his sidecar riding in the 30's. He had a German Stan-
dard 500cc with Swiss FAG motor, ohv, attached was a
beautiful Royal sidecar. They must have driven that rig
quite sportivly. Mother told me proudly that she always
assisted my father's driving by leaning in or out around
curves. They took that unit on long trips visiting their
parents in the East of Germany. No Autobahn yet, but
cobble stone streets. How nicely a sidecar rig dealt with
these cobblestones, my father would tell me, and that
solobikers would go down in the rain. No, helmets
were unknown at that time, only the racers had that.

 There were clubs and friends and outings and
bikers mingled and went on picnics together with car
drivers. Mother mentioned that she would wear "some
fir around the neck" when they went to club events...
"to highlight the elegance of their rig".

After my sister and I were born the rig was sold
and a DKW car, the forerunner of the VW Beetle was
bought. All private cars were taken off the road with
the beginning of WWII, so my father sold his. Cars and
motorcycles of military value were confiscated against

MY MEMORIES OF THE GERMAN
SIDECAR SCENE

a promissory note that after the victorious end of the
war the owner would be reimbursed. Didn't happen!

A lot of bikes simply disappeared in barns and
car-empty garages. These vehicles were then available
right after the war, before any new bikes were avail-
able. This way, my father got the old but well kept
NSU and became a happy sidecarist again.

Small bikes like the NSU Fox of 98cc came out
in 1948 and were followed by 125 and later 250cc
machines. So the old prewar irons had their value and
shared the road with old cars for quite some time.

The NSU thumper was an astonishing machine,
not fast but steady and sturdy. It did not matter if one or
more people were on that rig, it ploughed along. I was
doing bicycle racing at that time. After a crash, my
father who had followed the peloton picked up me and
my twisted bike. When we crossed the finish line, I,
bike on shoulder, on the back, mother and sister in
sidecar, we got quite some extra-applause.

Around 1950 the motorcycle scene got lively. Not
only did motorbike racing resume, always with a
sidecar event, but the industry got busy. BMW had the
250 R24 out, followed by the R51/2. A flood of 125cc
bikes for sheer cheap transportation was offered. For
sidecar use there was the 250 and 350cc class. Best
bike was the 350 Horex Regina, very popular and with
its 18 horsepower also capable to pull a sidecar. The
average speed on the roads was low, a VW Beetle in
export trim had a top speed of 70 miles per hour.
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Bio..
MY MEMORIES OF THE GERMAN SIDECAR SCENE..

My father bought a Horex Regina with a Steib
350S, a fine unit, we were one of the few to have the
bike with a bench seat. Most common on German
bikes was the traktor seat.

A brief explanation why we had, for American
eyes strange, this capacity-classification of 125, 250,
350 and 500cc. Taxes were paid on the cc capacity.
Insurance, always compulsory, was paid on horse-
power. Your fees increased with the higher classes.
Gasoline was always expensive in Europe, so it cost
you more to ride a big bike. Finally the racing bike
categories followed the before mentioned classifica-
tion. The racing bikes were also the role models for the
bike you saw in the shop. Example: The NSU Max of
250cc single with ohc motor was tremendously
popular because the Renn (race) Max was successful in
its class, beat the Moto Guzzis and was in fierce
competition with the DKW two-strokes. These
rivalries were carried out privately on the Autobahn,
sometimes with dubious success and seized-up pistons
and blown engines. And another thing about the
"classes", the sidecar followed suit. A Steib 250 was
meant for a 250 bike, and so on, 350 to 350, but never
250 Steib on a 500 BMW! (or a Velorex on a Harley!)

But then we had the "Kings Class" in racing and
on the road. Those were the 500 and 600 BMWs and
the 600 Zundapp (the "Green Elefant") and both were
the real and best sidecar-machines. A Zundapp 600
would nearly always be seen as sidecar rig. BMW
excelled in roadracing, predominantly in the sidecar
class and Zundapp won in cross country events and
took repeatedly the six days trophy. A strong and
positive image was created by the big sidecar class and
their riders. They were in today's wording -- long
distance tourers -- they rode with responsibility, their
spouse in the chair, and you could see them on the road
long after the soloist had folded because of the weather.

Speaking about the weather, ours in Germany
was not much better than the English have. But we
never produced a sidecar fully enclosed like England's
Watsonians. I believe that here the sporty momentum

of driving a sidecar played a role in Germany. A shy
attempt was, late in the 50s, the Richter-Kabine,
nothing for people with claustrophobia.

But talking a bit more about the riders of that
Kings Class, they usually came dressed properly,
leather or good suitable combinations like the Barbour
or Belstaff. Sportsmanship and adventure hung around
them. They were considered Family men, but tough
determined riders in a special category. Most soloriders
of the time knew that driving a big sidecar rig needed
some guts and knowledge, not to forget also money,
because the units cost as much as a small car. Harleys
we saw only in the movies. English bikes we had, but
seldom with sidecars. I remember Ariel Square Fours
but you would not see them on the Autobahn.

And as it happened elsewhere (United States and
the Ford T model) the car finally took over and in
Germany the diehard sidecar riders created the Elefant
Meeting in the Eifel Mountains in winter and showed
grim determination to their cause.

A long hiatus followed in the 60's when motorcy-
cling and also sidecaring was practically dead in
Germany to the time when Japanese bikes appeared.
But the sidecar scene was jumpstarted again... by an
Italian bike! It was the new Moto Guzzi 750cc, which
became popular. Small workshops with the old know-
ledge of how to set up a rig appeared, followed by
tinkerers who started to build replicas of sidecars from
the 50's, Steibs. But all of this happened in the 70's.

Something else needs mentioning: The German
equivalent of Sears and Roebuck, the Quelle Corp.,
offered the East German MZ250 with or with out
sidecar. These rigs were cheap and the students from
universities liked them. From the far East the Honda
Gold Wing became the choice for sidecaring. And
from there on the development ran pretty much parallel
in Europe as in the US.

Urals, a final word about those, got popular in
Germany much later, basically after the fall of Commu-
nist Russia. And now the popularity of sidecars is still
on the rise. Hallelujah!
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Trip
ON THE ROAD

By Dan Doyle
A few of the more senior readers may

recall the article in the SIDECARIST in the
mid 80's about our cross country trip on a
Kawasaki 1300/Watsonian Oxford, character-
ized by lots of problems, including my really
bad allergic reaction to East Coast clams (trust
me, it was bad -- clams have not passed my
lips in either direction since), smoked rings in
stop and go traffic in New Hampshire, fried
stator in Saratoga Springs, New York, and
broken sidecar frame, resulting in Marlene and
Jennifer riding home to California from
Niagara Falls with friends (in the covered
backs of their pickups). People still come up to
me some 15 years later and talk about how
tears came to their eyes when they read that
story.

Anyway, all's well that ended well and we
are still having fun. This year, the millennium,
saw us undertake our most ambitious trip yet.
In the meantime, retirement has eliminated
the time pressures that used to characterize our
treks. And the Kawasaki is history, as is the
Oxford (still going strong, however, on an '85
GL1200, as the livery for Bill and Hue
McIlhatten, who bought the outfit from us in
1995).

Our current ride is a '97 Honda Valkyrie/
Champion Escort. We have put about 66K
miles on it in three years, without any signifi-
cant problems (other than keeping tires on its
wheels and gas in its tank), so it has shown
itself to be both capable and worthy. We had
the Escort on a '96 H-D Electra Glide for a few
years, but it just wasn't up to the task of pull-
ing us and our gear at the kind of speeds and
distances we run without taxing it beyond all
good sense. After switching to the Valk we
kept the H-D for when we wanted to go slow,
but finally got rid of it in the Spring of 2000. A
fine machine, and great two-wheeler, but not
up to our particular needs, and worth too much
to just leave it sitting in the garage.

Anyway, this was the year for our longest
trip ever, first from Sacramento, California, up
to Kamloops, B.C., for the Big Foot Sidecar
Rally, then across Canada to Prince Edward
Island, which we had visited way back in '72,
down through New England to the National
Sidecar Rally in Lexington, Kentucky, back up
to Minneapolis to visit relatives, over to Rapid
City to see more relatives (and take in a few
days of Sturgis Bike Week), to Salt Lake City
for more relatives, and then home by way of
Wendover, Utah, and a short stop at Bonneville
Speed Week. We eyeballed it out at a bit over
9,000 miles. As it turned out, with local run-
ning around and other deviations from course,
miles covered was 9,900.4. In five and one half
weeks. If we had not cut the last week a bit
short by making a bee line from Sturgis to
home, we would have been a 100 or so over
10,000 miles.

A word about the Valkyrie -- this bike is a
horse! Goes as fast as you want to go. Leaps
up hills in a single bound. If fifth gear won't do
it for you, use fourth, or even third. Any of
those gears, even with trailer and large sidecar,
will take you more than fast enough to earn a
citation from officers lacking a sense of appre-
ciation. And it's a durable horse. Never missed
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a beat. Never overheated. Did not use any oil.
Of course, it also never missed a gas station.
We averaged 19.9 mpg. Some of that was easy
riding (60-65 mph), which yielded as much as
24 mpg, while other times, particularly the last
few days across Wyoming and the rest of the
West, we flogged it into head winds and got as
bad as 15-16 mpg. It's like driving a street rod.
Lots of fun, lots of power and speed, but you
pay the price at the gas pump.

Speaking of price, the best price we found
for regular unleaded in the USA was in Lex-
ington, at $1.22. The worst was just up the
road from home, in Truckee, at $1.99. In
Canada, the lowest was $64.9CDN per liter in
Gleichen, AB., which converts to about
$1.73US per US gallon, and the highest was
$0.839 CDN per liter in Joliet, QUE., and
Marathon, ONT., which converts to about
$2.18US per US gallon. Seems funny that the
further east we went across Canada, the more
expensive the gas, while the reverse is true
here in the States. What's up with that?

Highlights of the trip -- both the sidecar
rallies, of course. Renewed friendships, saw
folks we had not seen for many years, saw lots
of rigs in Lexington that we just don't see out
West. The dinner ride out to the greasy spoon
cafe on the river in Lexington, was particularly
interesting. Every Thursday night this place
plays host to any and all bikers in the area.
Harleys, crotch rockets, sidecars, trikes, you
name it, it all shows up. It's like the Rock
Store and Alice's Restaurant combined, except
the local constabulary doesn't seem too con-
cerned, so wheelies and burnouts are in plenti-
ful supply. It was a hoot. And the cheesebur-
gers (don't try to order anything else) weren't
bad either.

The RCMP Academy in Regina, SK., is
well worth a visit if you are in the area. We
happened to be there on the evening of the
weekly retreat ceremony and enjoyed that very

much.

The trip across the top of Lake Superior is
way up on the list of nifties. What a spectacu-
lar ride. Being from the other side of the
continent, we had expected to be looking at
tundra and permafrost stretching off to the
north.

The reality was altogether different, with
incredible views of the inlets and islands along
the shore of the lake, and the smaller lakes,
timber, and rock formations along the highway.
Reminded us of the north west coast, except
without the surf. And the roads were terrific.
Just a wonderful ride.

The east side of Canada, which we had
visited about 28 years ago, was still spectacu-
lar, albeit a bit more crowded and developed
than we had remembered. We followed the
Ottawa and St. Lawrence rivers on two lane
roads wherever we could. Just delightful.
Stayed out of the big cities for the most part,
bud did spend an afternoon in Ottawa. It is
possible to ride right up to and around the
capitol building, which is on a bluff overlook-
ing the city and the surrounding area, park, and
enjoy the views. Try that in the USA!

After leaving Ottawa, we tried to stay off
the freeways and spent as much time as we
could on the secondary roads along the livers.
Of course, with a sidecar, we had to keep the
rivers on the right as much as possible, so
Marlene could enjoy the view as much as I did.
Those who have been impressed by the mighty
Mississippi will be equally dazzled by the
magnificent St. Lawrence. We took a right turn
at Riviere-du-Loup and, leaving Quebec,
headed south across new Brunswick, a little
known province to those of us from the west
side of the continent, but well worth the visit.
Covered bridges, beautiful forests, in-
viting rivers, and ice cream stands  come to
mind when we think back to that part of the
trip. Particularly ice cream stands. And none of

Trip..
ON THE ROAD..
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Run..
ON THE ROAD..

John Baber and Marlene Doyle at the Bigfoot.

this franchise stuff. I wish I
knew where in the west I
could find tiger stripe ice
cream. Maybe someone can
enlighten us.

New Brunswick
brought us to the west end
of the Confederation
Bridge, the recently com-
pleted link from the main-
land to Prince Edward
Island. About 11 miles long
and no toll going to the
island. Getting off was
another story. The toll for
motorcycles was $14.00,
with no extra charge for the
sidecar or the trailer. But a
lot more convenient and a
bunch less costly than
taking the ferry boat, which
used to be the only way to
get to the island.

Good news, bad news,
about P.E.I. Much of the
island is just as charming as
it was in 1972 when we last
visited, but the middle of
the island had been turned
into a tourist center, full of
kiddy attractions and ticky
tacky stores. It always
seems funny that parents
will bring their kids hun-
dreds of miles to see a
different part of the world
and then spend most of
their time in the water park,
etc., attractions that they
could probably find in their
home towns. Oh well.

Same for New En-
gland. Freeport, Maine,
which we wandered into
almost accidentally many
years ago, was bumper to

The Confederation Bridge between New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island, at the NB end looking east.
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Run..
ON THE ROAD..

bumper at  10:00 a.m. on a Tuesday morning
with people fighting their way to L.L. Bean
and the factory outlet shops. And in contrast to
20 plus years ago, this at a time when there are
factory outlet malls all across the U.S.

Kennebunkport, where we had stayed at
an on-the-water B&B 20 years ago with no
reservations, now charges many bucks per
hour just to park and grab a burger. But the
scenery is still there. If they could only get
those tourists to go home so this tourist could
enjoy the area it would be great. is that too
much to ask?

Once we left New England and headed for
Lexington, we were going over ground we had
covered last year. Nice country, but we were
scooting and didn't take a lot of time to see the
sights. We did encounter the nemesis of all our
trips east... afternoon rain showers. I don't
know why we are always so surprised by the
rain when we travel east, but we are. Being
from California, we are accustomed to rain in
the winter and sun in the summer. Back east, it
is a daily occurrence. And you never know if it
is going to be a light sprinkle that you can ride
out from under in a few minutes, or a toad
strangler. We hit one of the nastier ones in the
mountains of West Virginia, not very far from
Chris and Jim Dodson's HACK'D compound.
Cars were spinning out in the median. Trucks
were smoking on by as if they hadn't a care in
the world, and we had no where to safely stop.
Finally got out from under it, soaked to the
skin. I had stopped once with the intent to pull
our the rainsuits, but the thunder and lighten-
ing was right on top of us. I had a vision of
yours truly lying at the side of the road, look-
ing like a rather large piece of burnt bacon,
and said to heck with this (actually, I said a lot
more than that, but it isn't appropriate for a
family magazine), jumped back on, and headed
on down the very wet road.

After Lexington, we went north to Minne-

apolis to visit relatives. Particularly enjoyed
the stretch of US 61 along the Mississippi
River from La Crosse to St. Paul.

We were able to drop by Sturgis on the
way home. We had been there in 1990 and
again in 1995 for the 50th and 55th editions.
This time we just spent two days and it will
probably be our last visit. I'm afraid the thing
has gone over the top. So many people. So
many bikes, particularly of the custom, "Look
at me", variety. Sturgis residents renting out
patches of their front yards for parking. It was
just too much. And we noticed both going and
coming that there seemed to be a much higher
percentage of trailered bikes than we had seen
on previous trips. The money hooks are out
and the good old days are not happening at the
major events.

Did see something interesting on the way
home. We passed a trailered bike east of Reno,
an Arlen Ness type custom, probably worth
$40( or more, presumably on the way home
from Sturgis. We stopped for gas and he went
past us. A bit later, just

as we crossed into California, where
Interstate 80 gets really ugly, traffic came to a
stop. As we worked our way past the problem,
here was the custom bike on the ground at the
side of the road, with the owner and another
man who had stopped, looking it over. Appar-
ently, he had not checked his tie downs and,
when he hit the very rough stretch of road west
of the state line, the bike attempted to escape,
committing motorcycle suicide in the process.
What a way to end a trip! So the moral of the
story is, if you are going to trailer your bike,
check the tie downs from time to time.

The rest of the trip home was about what
it usually is going west. Heat and head winds,
coupled with smoke from the fires in Idaho
and Montana, and a nasty cold, all combined
to make us look forward to getting home
A.S.A.P., and we did.
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Run
INTERNATIONAL RALLY TRIP

By Arthur Rhoades
Reprinted from the Fall Edition of THE CHAIR, the official
newsletter of the Canadian Sidecar owners Club.

The big news was our trip to the 2000 International
Sidecar Rally held at Kentucky Horsepark in Lexington,
Kentucky. This year the United Sidecar Association com-
bined their efforts with the Canadian Sidecar Owners Club to
put on a truly international event.

On Monday, July 31st, just before dawn, we left our
home in Georgia. We made it through Atlanta before the
morning rush hour traffic got too bad. The interstate is five to
six lanes wide in the city, and can be treacherous at peak
travel times. Once north of the congestion, we stopped for gas
and some breakfast. Back on the road, we were BLESSED
with overcast skies and frequent rain. This may sound strange
to some of you Northern folks, but mid summer riding in the
Deep South can be brutal.

We stopped in Chattanooga, Tennessee, for lunch and
sight seeing. While there, we went to a 3D movie (T-Rex)
and visited the Tennessee Aquarium, which is billed as the
world's largest freshwater aquarium. We turned north again,
and continued on for a couple of hours until we reached the
half way point of our trip and stopped for the night.

On Tuesday we continued on to Lexington, encounter-
ing torrential rain just minutes from the rally site. There Jere
about 20 rigs already there, even though the rally iidn't
actually start until Thursday. It was kind of neat ,latching the
rally grow from this intimate group to a crowd over 450
people, making it the best attended USCA rally :o date. Due
to its geographical Location, the rally was able :o draw
people from all over the Eastern United States. A few traveled
from as far away as Iowa, California, Arizona and Washing-
ton State, and of course, Canada. Pam and Trevor Quick flew
over From England to attend the :ally and tour the U.S., as is
their tradition nearly every fear.

Tuesday evening was a dinner ride through some very
picturesque country. Wednesday we laid in some groceries,
hung out and socialized.

On Thursday, Chuck and :Charlene Tretyak and their
daughter Georgia, arrived from New York, and set up their
camp along side ours. The Tretyaks and us made the obliga-
tory trip to the local Harley shop. Upon our return, we found

our other sidecar buddies, Brian and Donna Koza, and their
twin girls Ashley and Whitney, from Illinois, at the camp-
ground. Kathy had reserved sites ahead of time so that they
could be grouped together. This made it easy for the girls to
play, and for us to share equipment and supplies. We first met
these families at the USCA Rally held in Monson, Massachu-
setts, in 1997.

Due to the fact that this year's rally was a joint effort of
the USCA and the CSOC, there was a good size group of
Canadians, mostly from Ontario, in attendance. We got to
spend a lot of time with them at the rally, on dinner rides, and
imbibing around the campfire. We are proud to add these
folks from the North to our circle of sidecar Friends.

Friday we visited Kentucky horsepark. Saturday was
sidecar games in the afternoon, followed oy a Bar-B-Q
dinner and closing ceremonies.

The dignitaries in attendance included the president of
the American Motorcycle Association, Scott Thornton, as
well as the editors of HACK'D magazine, Jim and Chris
Dodson. Jim has been doing battle with cancer for over a
year, so it was an extra special treat for the sidecar commu-
nity to have him in attendance.

We enjoyed nightly campfires, where the kids toasted
marshmallows, and the adults solved the problems of the
world. These nightly soirees were quite popular as people
came and went, apparently drawn to the light (Brian says that
if you build a fire, they will come). It alsc gave us a chance to
catch up with what's going on with the Northeast 3 Wheelers
from back home.

It was time to pack up and go home on Sunday
morning. We said our good byes and inasmuch as we were
all suffering from sensory overload, we opted to go directly
home. It started to get hot as we went through southern
Tennessee anc into Georgia. We took some extra heat breaks
and made it home in the early evening. The only incident was
that evidently a few bugs got rollec up in the tent, and made
an appearance about an hour away from home, terrifying
Katie in the process. We made 500 miles on Sunday, making
it Katie's longest single day ride to date.

We had an excellent time, but it was nice to be home,
in a real bed and central air.
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Coming Events
Event listings should be sent to: USCA Coming Events, P.O. Box 132, Rainier, OR 97048-0132.

Mail your event listing in advance of the listed deadline to assure inclusion. We can't include your
event unless we know about it and have the listing on time. Rally organizers for general interest
motorcycle rallies (non sidecar rallies) should specify if specific events and awards are included for
attending sidecars. If not, these are the first listings that get dropped if space gets tight.
=========================================================================

INTERNATIONAL SHOW SCHEDULE.
January 12-14, 2001, Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

January 26-28, 2001, Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

February 2-4, 2001, IX Center, Cleveland, Ohio.

February 9-11, 2001, Donald E. Stephens Convention Center, Rosemont, Illinois.

February 16-18, 2001, Cobb Galleria, Atlanta, Georgia.

February 23-25, 2001, Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, New York, New York.

March 7-11, 2001, Daytona International Speedway, Daytona Beach, Florida.

March 23-25, 2001, Transworld Dome at America's Center, St. Louis, Missouri.

For more information on the shows contact Advanstar Communications at (800)3315706.

NORMAL SIDECAR SCHEDULE
January 1, 2001, Annual Polar Bear Run, Crete, Illinois. Start from H-D shop, Steger Rd. and Route

#394. Info: Jack Wheeler (708)672-3750.

February 16-19, 2001, 28th Annual Brass Monkey Rally, Leapin' Lizard R.V. Ranch, 5929 Kunkler
Lane, Ocotillo Wells, California, Hwy 78, 18 miles west of Hwy 86, or 35 miles east of Julian.
Turn south on Split Mountain Road, then right on Kunkler Lane. $7.00 per night camping. Info:
Jack Zollars (661)945-2397 or Dave Tenpenny (520)762-8195.

April 20-22, 2001, Doo-Dah Sidecar Rally at Village Creek State park, Wynne, Arkansas. Info:
Spencer Bennett, 961 Charter Oak, Southaven, MS 38671. (662)393-4887.

June 15-17, 2001, The Sierra Pacific Sidecar Club presents the 20th, and LAST, Mariposa Sidecar
Rally. That's right, after a 20 year run, the Biggest Little Sidecar Rally in the World, is packing it
in. $20 adult advance registration ($10 advance per kid) to 390 Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA
95005. Make plans to attend now, at the Mariposa County Fairgrounds, Mariposa, California. A
special T-shirt will also be offered.

July 12-15, 2001, United Sidecar Association National Rally, Kentucky Horsepark, Lexington,
Kentucky. Info: John and Jean Kennedy, 1648 Donelwal Dr., Lexington, KY 40511. (606)389-
6786 evenings, (606)323-6097 daytime. e-mail; mjkenn00@pop.uky.edu

July 18, 2001, Ride to Work Day, Everywhere.

September 14-15, 2001, So-Long Summer Sidecar Campout, 15th Annual edition by Hoosier Hacks,
at Muscatuck County Park, North Vernon, Indiana. Info: Fred Hunteman (317)831-8105.
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Classifieds
Classified advertisers should use the classi-

fied ad form, Using the ad form gives an ad 150
characters and spaces, and the advertiser name,
address and phone number are included for free.

Ads just typed on a sheet of paper, usually
tend to run close to double length, and are re-
turned to either be edited to space by the adver-
tiser, or for additional payment.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1996 Ural Tourister w/BMW R80 engine, electric

starter, red & black, new tires, excell. cond.
(703)670-3049, call after 8p.m. EST. Pat
Monahan, 4806 Kirkdale Dr., Woodbridge, VA
22193.

1986 Cal II Guzzi Cal II sidecar color matched
black, 22,000 miles, excellent condition.
$5,995. Trades considered. 1-207-743-7703
Iver Carlsen, 76 Pleasant St., Norway, ME
04268.

Wanted:
Double wide sidecar wanted, Friendship III,

Daytona 2x2 or other. Call Iver 1-207-743-
7703. Iver Carlsen, 76 Pleasant St., Norway,
ME 04268.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1996 MZ 500 with sidecar. $5,000 or B.O.

(218)233-6766. MN. Wanted: 700 Velorex
sidecar to fit BMW. (218)233-6766. MN.
Buddy Burbeck, 704 No. 15th St., Moorhead,
MN 56560.

1999 Velorex sidecar model 7005. New never
used. $1,375.00. Marvin L. Zollars, 1183 Old
Columbus Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.
(330)263-6169.
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Manufacturers & Services
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
11 Mar.1996 May-Jun 1996
06 May 1996 Jul-Aug 1996
01 Jul  1996 Sep-Oct 1996
09 Sep 1996 Nov-Dec 1996
11 Nov 1996 Jan-Feb 1997
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Bookshop

William H. Helbig, Jr., 530 Augdon Dr., Elyris, OH 44035
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